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Abstract  

This paper presents a technique for comparing generic state machines (i.e., machines where the 

size of  manipulated data is not yet specified). The machine behavior is modeled using transfer 

formulas, a special kind of first order logic formulas. The technique is a mix of theorem proving 

methods with an automata comparison algorithm, in which first order logic terms are used to 

represent the values of the inputs, states and outputs of the machines. 

1 Introduct ion 

Attractive algorithms [5,7,8,9] have been proposed to compare finite state machines (synchronous 

circuit). In the case of circuits composed of a control part and data part, verification can be reduced to 

comparing only the control parts if a mapping is established between the data parts. If this mapping is not 

known, a complete comparison has to be performed, but this can be intractable due to the state explosion 

resulting from the data width. This is unfortunate especially when the data width is meaningless as far as 

the circuit behavior is concerned. Moreover, when the data width is not yet specified, i.e. generic circuits, 

this kind of comparison is impossible because such circuits are not finite state machines anymore. 

This paper is concerned with the verification of generic state machines. The comparison of this kind of 

circuits can be tractable if the data nodes are considered as symbols representing bit vectors (terms), instead 

of sets of Boolean variables. Unfortunately, propositional logic is no more sufficient for modeling and 

comparing such synchronous circuits, and predicate calculus has to be used. Systems such as HOL [11] or 

Boyer-Moore [2] are not ideal for comparing generic state machines, however. HOL is too powerful and 

this implies that no decision procedure is available for proofs, while Boyer-Moore which is efficient for 

inductive proofs is not well adapted for substitution [18] that is required in state exploration of the product 

machine. 

In this paper we present a formalism sufficiently powerful for modeling the behavior of generic state 

machines; it is a subset of predicate calculus. The language HOP is a different formalism specialized to 

model generic state machines [10]; even if an efficient algorithm is proposed to compose two such 

descriptions, nothing has been proposed to compare them. We then give an algorithm for comparing such 
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machines; it is a mix of theorem proving methods with an automata comparison algorithm, in which first 

order logic terms are used to represent the values of the inputs, states, and outputs of the machines. In 

Section 2, we introduce the formalism and give an example. The comparison algorithm is presented in 

Section 3, including a partial solution to the difficult problem of detecting already visited states of generic 

machines. Finally, possible improvements of our approach are discussed in Section 4. 

2 Modeling Generic State Machines 

A generic state machine (or a generic synchronous circuit) is a machine where the width of some data 

paths is not yet numerically specified. This section introduces a formalism for modeling generic state 

machines, and presents how this model can bc extracted from the register Iransfer level (RTL) description 

of a synchronous circuit. 

2 .1  Formal ism 

The objects variable and operator arc used to represent the bit vector value of the input, output, and 

memory nodes. All objects possess an attribute which is the width of the bit vector represented by the 

object. A variable x representing a bit vector of width w is noted x:w. An operator is a function 

transforming a set (possibly empty) of bit vectors (the parameters) into a bit vector of a fixed width,, e.g., 

predcfined operators used in some HDL [1]. An operator OP representing a bit vector of width w, and 
taking p formal parameters x 1 ..... Xp such that the i th parameter represents a bit vector of width wi, is noted 

OP(xl:w 1 ..... xp:Wp):W. The operators of arity zero, i.e., taking no parameters, are operator-constants. 

A bi t -constant  of width w is a bit vector (bw. 1 ..... hi,b0) where b i = 0 or 1 is the i th bit of the 

constant. The truth values TRUE and FALSE are represented respectively with the one-bit constants (1) 

and (0). Also, a special symbol DC is used to represent don't care values; its width corresponds to the 

width of the node to which it is affected. Each DC symbol is considered a distinct variable symbol, and it is 

used to represent the initial value of certain memory nodes. Moreover, the DC symbols are used for 

behavioral modeling of incompletely specified machines. 

The values that a circuit node can hold arc represented with a term (a symbolic value). A term is 

defined recursively as: 

i) A constant is a term, 

ii) A variable is a term, and 

hi) If OP(xl:w I ..... Xp:Wp):W is an operator and T 1 ..... Tp arc terms such that the width of T i is w i then 

OP(T 1 ..... Tp) is a term. 

We consider that the operators have well defmexi semantics, modeled with a set of rewriting rules which 

forms a complete reduction system (nocthexian and confluent) [4]. This means that two terms are 

equivalent iff their reduced forms are syntactically equal. One such set of operators and rewriting rules is 
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presented in [16]. Moreover, known techniques can be used to assure that the set of  rewriting rules is 

complete [4]. 

The 1-bit wide terms are predicates. An ass ignment  is a homomorphic mapping v from the set of 

terms into the set of constants [4]. The value of a term T at v, noted v(T), is the constant resulting of the 

evaluation of T where each of its variable symbols is replaced by a constant specified by v. For example, 

let ADD(x:2,y:2):2 be an operator; if T = ADD(DC,DC) is a term and v -- {fast DC = (0,1), second DC = 

(1,0) } is an assignment then v(T) = (1,1). As mentioned earlier, the DC symbols are considered as distinct 

symbols. 

The a lphabet  (image) of a term T of width w, noted cr is the set of constants represented by T: 

(z(T) = {y = (bw_ 1 ..... b 0) 13 an assignment v ~ y = v(T)}. For example, using the same operator as above 

and the variable symbols a:2 and b:2, (z(ADD(a,b)) = {(0,0), (0,1), (1,0), (1,1)} and (z(ADD(a,a)) = 

[(0,0), (1,0)}. The alphabet of a set X = [Xl:W 1 .. . . .  Xn:Wn} of n distinct variables, denoted (x(X), is 

{0,1} w where w = ~ w i. A generic state machine  is a 6-tuple (X,Y,Z,I,5,~.) where 

X = {Xl:U 1 ..... Xn:Un} is the set of input variables, 

Y = {Yl:Vl ..... Yr:Vr} is the set of state variables, 

Z = [zl:w I ..... Zm:Wm} is the set of output variables, 

I is the initial symbolic state, 

5:a(X) x o.(Y) --> (x(Y) is the next state function, and 

~.:cr x (x(Y) --> a(Z) is the output function. 

In the output and the next state functions, the input, state, and output variables arc used to represent the 

value of the input, memory, and output nodes of the circuit. Generic nodes of the machine arc those which 
have their width unspecified. A symbolic state of the machine is a tuple (1" 1 ..... Tr) where Ti, a term of 

width vi, represents the value of Yi" Since the values of the input, output, and state variables are modeled 

with terms, the next state and output functions can be described using formulas of predicate calculus [17]. 

In our case, however, only a special kind of formulas is used, called transfer  formula (TF). A TF for a 

non-constant term T of width w describes the possible values which correspond to T. The general form of 

a "IF is: (similar to the VHDL case statement [21]) 

cond 1 ̂  EQU(T,TI) V cond 2 ^ EQU(T,T2) V . . .  V cond k ^ EQU(T,Tk) where 

i) EQU is a data t ransfer  predicate (DTP) representing the transferred values, 
ii) Ti's are t ransferred terms, the width of T i is also w and T does not appear in Ti, 

ill) the conditions cond i are formulas generated from a set P1 . . . . .  Ph of predicates (the cont ro l  

terms), using only the connectives A, V, a n d - -  (logical not), 

iv) for all i ~ j, cond i ^ condj = False, and 
I t  

v) V condi = True. 
i=1 
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For any conditions, the "IF represents one and only one transferred term T i. Let Var(f) be the set of 

non-DC variables appearing in the control and transferred terms of the TF f .  For deseribing the output 

function ~ a "IF f is defined for each output variable of the machine, such that each variable in Vat(f) is an 

input or a state variable. Similarly, for the next state function 5, a "IF f is defined for each next state 

variable (i.e., primed state variable), such that each variable of Var(f) is an input or state variable. It was 

shown in [14] that TFs can be efficiently represented and manipulated using directed acyelic graph similar 

to BDDs [3], in which the internal nodes are labeled by the control terms and the leaf nodes contain the 

transferred terms. 

Example: Consider a 3-word deep stack where each word consists of n bits. The inputs of the 

machine are the controls nop andpop, and the n-bit vector in, while the outputs are the error flag err and the 

n-bit vector out. The state variable of the machine are the stack pointer sp and the stack memory sm. If  the 

control input hop is true then nothing happens, otherwise a pop (if the input pop is true) or a push (if the 

inputpop is false) is performed. The output err is True ff a pop is attempted when the stack is empty.(sp = 

(1,1)), or a push when the stack is full (sp = (0,0)). The output out is the value of the top of the stack at 

any time (when the stack is empty out is zero, otherwise, it is the word of sm pointed by sp). The stack 
memory sm contains 3 words. The operator Mem(v0:n,vl:n,v2:n):3*n symbolizes a memory containing 3 

words of n bits, indexed from 0 to 2 inclusively. In fact, this operator represents an array where the 

operators Read and Write (defined below) arc used to consult and update the array. The other operators 

used for describing the behavior of the stack are: 

7_gro0"n 

EquZ(x:2):l 

Not(x:2):2 

Inc(x:2):2 

Dec(x:2):2 

Read(m:3*n,a:2):n 

Write(m:3*n,a:2,d:n):3*n 

represents the n-bit vector zero, 

return true iff x is zero, 

complements all bits of x, 

increments x modulo 4, 

decrements x modulo 4, 

read memory m at address a, and 

write data d in memory m at address a. 

The machine description is Stack-Spec = (Xs,Ys,Zs,Is,Ss,XS) where 

XS = {in:n,nop:l,pop:l }, 

YS = {sp:2,sm:3*n}, 

Z s = {out:n,errd }, 

I s = ((1,1), Mem(DC,DC,DC)), 

85 is ]~ 'esented using the following TFs, one for each of the next state variables, 

m 

(nop v pop ^ EquZ(Not(sp)) v pop A EquZ(sp)) ^ EQU(sp',sp) V 

nop^  pop A EquZ(Not(sp)) ^ EQU(sp',Inc(sp)) V n o p ^  ~ ' p  ^ EquZ(sp) ^ EQU(sp',Dec(sp)) 
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(nopv pop v pop ^ EquZ(sp)) ^ EQU(sm',sm) V 

hop ^ pop ^ EquZ(sp) ^ EQU(sm',Write(sm,Dcc(sp),in)) 

~'S is described using the following TFs, one for each of the output variables. 

EquZ(Not(sp)) ^ EQU(out,Zero) V EquZ(Not(sp)) ^ EQU(out,Read(sm,sp)) 

(nop v pop ^ EquZ(Not(sp)) v pop ^ EquZ(sp)) ^ EQU(err,(0)) V 

nop^  (pop ^ EquZ(Not(sp)) v pop ^ EquZ(sp)) ^ EQU(err,(1)) 

The first T1 c of the next state function of this machine describes the next value of the node sp; it is 

incremented if a pop has occurred, decremented if a push has ocmared, or unchanged if no operation has 

occurred. The other TFs can be interpreted in a similar way. 

2.2 Composition 

Since TFs can be used for describing RTL components of synchronous circuits, the generic state 

machine description can be easily extracted from an implementation defined in terms of interconnected 

components. The designer specifics its interface, i.e., its set of input and output variables. Also, the initial 

state is specified or can be computed (e.g., reset signal). The state variables of the circuit are the state 

variables appearing in the component models. The interconnections are the internal nodes of the circuit, 

they carry no state information. Every loop in the circuit must contain clocked memory elements. In order 

to obtain the generic state machine description, the next state and output functions are extracted from the 

circuit implementation by a composition operation. 

The extraction algorithm is similar to [14] for comparing two synchronous circuits having the same set 

of registers; the idea is to transform all TFs into an observable  form. A TF f is observable iff each 

variable of Var(f) is an input or a state variable. In order to compute the output function, the "IF for a 

particular output variable is found in one component model of the circuit implementation, and it suffices to 

transform this TF into its observable form. This is achieved by substituting all internal variables appearing 

in the "IF by their corresponding observable TF, and by applying rewriting rules to the operators appearing 

in the TF [14,15]. The extraction of the next state function proceeds in a similar fashion. In fact, the 

machine description is the conjunction of all component models in which predicate calcuhs rules are applied 

to abstract internal nodes. 

Figure 1 shows a possible implementation of Stack-Spoc, named Stack-Impl (the clock signal is 

implicit). The stack is constructed using shift registers, instead of a memory bank. We assume that the 

counter is reset at power on (this initial state should be verified, e.g. [19]). The extracted generic.state 

machine is Stack-Impl = (XI,YI,ZI,II,SI,~.I) where: 

X I = {in:n,nop:l,pop: 1 }, 
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YI = { C:2'Xl :n,r2:n,r3 :n }, 

Z I = {out:n,crr:l }, 

I I = ((O,O),DC,DC,DC), 

Hgure 1: Implementation of the stack 

t 
t 

Control 
lmrt 

Dam 
part 

81 is de, scribed with the following TFs: 

Derived observable TF for c 

(nop v pop ^ EquZ(c) v pop ^ EquZ(Not(c))) a EQU(c ' ,c )  V 

hop ^ pop ^ EquZ(c) ^ EQU(c' ,Dec(c)) V hop ^ pop ^ EquZ(Not(c)) ^ EQU(c' , Inc(e))  

Derived observable TF for r 1 

(nop v pop a EquZ(c) v pop a EquZ(Not(c))) ^ EQU(r  l ' , r l )  V 

noI~ a pop A EquZ(c) ^ EQU(r  1',r2) V hop ^ pop a EquZ(Not(c)) ^ EQU(r l ' , i n  ) 

Derived observable TF for r 2 

(hop v pop a EquZ(c) v pop A EquZ(Not(c))) ^ EQU(r2' ,r2) V 

n o p ^  pop ^ EquZ(e) ^ EQU(r2' ,r3) V hop ^ ]~op A EquZ(Not(e)) ^ EQU(r2 ' , r l )  

Derived observable TF for r 3 

(nop v pop ^ EquZ(c) v i~op ^ EqttZ(Not(c))) ^ EQU(r3' ,r3) V 

nop ^ pop ^ EquZ(c) ^ EQU(r3',Zexo ) V hop ^ pop ^ EquZ(Not(c)) ^ EQU(r3' ,r2) 

~'I is described with the following TFs: 

Derived observable TF.for out 

EquZ(c) ^ EQU(out,Zero) V EquZ(c) ^ EQU(out , r l )  
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Derived observable TF for err 

(hop v pop ^ EquZ(c) v pop ^ EquZ(Not(e))) ^ EQU(err,(0)) V 

n o p ^  (pop ^ F_xluZ(c) v pop ^ EquZ(Not(c))) ^ EQU(err,(1)) 

3 Comparison Algorithm 

This section presents a comparison algorithm for verifying the equivalence of two generic state 

machines. The skeleton of the algorithm is presented in the Section 3.1, while some critical parts of the 

algorithm are detailed in the subsequent sections: Comparison of the output values, and computation of the 

new reached states of the product automaton. 

3.1  Algorithm Skeleton 

The goal of the comparison is to verify if two generic state machines have the same observable 
behavior. First, the two machines must have the same interface. Let M t = (X,Y1,Z,I1,61,3.1) and M 2 = 

(X,Y2,Z,I2,62,7~2) be the generic state machines to be compared, where Y1 = {Y11 .. . . .  Ylq} and Y2 = 

{Y21 ..... Y2r}" As in [8], the idea is to explore the reachable state space of the product machine MlXM2, 

without constructing it explicitly. A total symbolic state of the product machine is the concatenation of 
symbolic states of M 1 and M 2. In particular, the total initial state I T is the concatenation of 11 and 12. The 

next state and output functions of the product machine are defined as usual [13]. Our algorithm is a 

compromise between the breadth first traversal [8] and the depth first traversal [9]. Symbolic input values 

are fed to the machine during the traversal, hut symbolic states are visited one at the time. The algorithm 

consists in enumerating the symbolic states of the product machine reachable from the total initial state. 

Since a symbolic state in fact represents a set of numeric states of the machine, the algorithm does not 

degenerate into state enumeration. The algorithm is presented at Figure 2. 

PROCEDURE Compare-GSM(M1, M2); 
V~ Reach, From, New: Set-Of-Total-States; 

S: Total-State; 
X: Input; 

BEGIN 
Reach := From := {IT}; 
WHILE (From ;~ | DO 

BEGIN 
S := An-Element-Of(From); 
From := From - {S}; 
X := New-Input(); 
Compare-Ouput-Values(M 1, M 2, X, S); 
New := Geuerate-New-Reached-States(M 1, M 2, X, S, Reach); 
From := From u New; 
Reach := Reach • New; 
END; 

END; 

Figure 2: Comparison algorithm 

# Concatenation of Y1 and Y2 
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The set Reach is used to keep track of the symbolic states reached during the exploration, while the set 

From, a subset of Reach, contains the reached states not already visited. The set New computed from a 

particular state S using the procedure Generate-New-Reached-States (to be described in Section 3.3) 

contains all the states reachable from Y but not included in the Reach set. The procedure New-Input 

generates new symbolic variable(s) representing the value of the input(s). The traversal of the state space 

proceeds in a depth fwst or breadth first manner depending on the state sequence returned by the procedure 

An-Element-Of. 

3.2 Comparison of Output Values 

The comparison of the output values at a particular symbolic total state S under a symbolic input vector 
X is performed by the Compare-Output-Value procedure. For each output z two TFs TF 1 and TF 2 are 

computed using ~'1 and ~'2, respectively, based on the values of X and S. The sets Var(TF1) and VarCI'F2) 

contain only the symbolic inputs of the product machine. If these TFs are equivalent for each output then 

the two machines have the same observable behavior in state S. 

Since the system of rewriting rules is complete and the TFs are represented as BDDs, two TFs are 

equivalent iff their reduced forms are syntactically equal [14,15]. For example, during the comparison of 
Stack-Spcc and Stack-Impl, the total initial state I T of the state node (sp, sm, c, r 1, r 2, r 3) is ((1,1), 

Mem(DC,DC,DC), (0,0), DC, DC, DC); in this state the following TFs are computed for out and err, for 
both the Stack-Spec and Stack-Impl, given the symbolic input (inpnoPl,popl): 

EQU(out,Zcro) 

(nop I v pop I) ̂  EQU(err,(0)) V nop I ̂  poP l ̂  EQU(err,(1)) 

Consequently, the two machines are equivalent in the initial state. As will Ix) seen in the next section, 
the total state S I = ((I,0), Mem(DC,DC,inl), (0,I), in I, DC, DC) is reachable from I T. Again, the 

machines are equivalent in the state S 1 since the following TFs arc computed for out and err, for both the 

Stack-Spec and Stack-Imp1, given the symbolic input (in2,noP2,poP2): 

EQU(out,in I) 

EQU(err,(0)) 

3.3 Computation of New Reached States 

This section is concerned with the computation of the states reachable from a symbolic state S under the 

symbolic input X, and the detection of states reached previously. This is performed by the GenerateoNew- 

Reached-States procedure. First, the computation of the reachable states is explained. The TF for the next 
state tuple (Y11',.' .,Ylq',Y21',. "-,Y2r') can be computed from the next state function 81 and 82, based on the 

value of X and S. Let f be the "IF resulting from the conjunction of the TFs for the next state variables. 
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Here again, the only non-De variables that can appear in f ,  i.e., Var(f), arc the symbolic inputs of  the 

product machine. The reachable states are the data transferred by f,  i.e., the transferred terms in the leaves 

of the BDD graph representation of f. For example, the possible next state values of the product maelaine 
Stack-SpecxStack-Impl reachable directly from the initial state are described by the following TFs, one for 

each next state variable: 

(nopl v popl ) ̂  EQU(sp',(I,I)) V nopl ̂  POPl ̂  EQU(sp',(I,0)) 

(nop I v pop t) ̂  EQU(sm',Mem(DC,DC,DC)) V hop t ̂  pop I ̂  EQU(sm',Mem(DC,DC,in I)) 

(nopl v popl ) ̂  EQU(c',(0,0)) V nopl ^popl ^ EQU(c',(0,1)) 

(nopl v popl ) ̂  EQU(rI',DC ) V nop I ̂  pop I ̂  EQU(rl',inl) 

EQU(r2',DC) 

EQU(r3',DC) 

The transferred terms of the conjunction of the above TFs represent the two following states: 

((1,1), Mem(DC,DC,DC), (0,0), DC, DC, DC), 

((I,0), Mem(DC,DC,inl), (0,I), in I, DC, DC). 

We can notice that the first state has been reached cartier (it is the initial state), while the second state is 

new. The detection of already reached states is pexformed by comparing the reachable states with the set of 

reached states: If the set of numeric states represented by a reachable symbolic state S is included in the set 

represented by a reached symbolic state then we can conclude that the state S has been reached previously. 

As will be seen below, this is just a sufficient condition, not a necessary one. In the following, we suppose 

that each DC symbol is renamed using an unique variable symbol. As for terms, the set of numeric states 

represented by a symbolic state S is the alphabet or(S) orS. Let S = (T1:w I ..... Tk:Wk) be a symbolic state, 

then co(S) = {(c I .... ,ck) where c i is a wi-bit constant 13 an assignment v ~ c i = v(Ti) }. 

A substitution is a homomorphie mapping o from terms into terms (states into states), associating 

terms to some variables appearing in a term (state) [12]. A term (state) S is an instance of a term (state) T 

iff there exist a substitution o such that S = o(T). For example, the state ((1,1), Mem(DC6,DCT,inl), 

(0,0), DC 8, DC 9, Zero), reached after a push and a pop from IT, is an instance of the initial state ((I,I), 

Mem(DC0,DCI,DC2), (0,0), DC 3, DC 4, DC5) since the following substitution can be used: 0 = {DC 0 <--- 

DC 6, DC I <---- DC 7, DC 2 <--- in I , DC 3 <---- DC 8, DC 4 ~ DC.9, DC 5 <---- Zero}. This is an important result: 

Theorem: For all symbolic terms (states) T and substitution o: a(T) ~ a(o(T)). 
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The proof is based on the fact that all occurrences of each variable of T arc replaced by the same term. 

This can only reduce the possible numeric values represented by the occurrences of the variable in T, and 

thus also the numeric values represented by T, i.e., aCI'). Using this theorem, we can conclude that a state 

S has bccn reached previously if thcre exists a state S i in Reach such that S is an instance of S i. Of course, 

this is a sufficient condition, but not a necessary one. There could be two state S i and Sj such that a(S i) tJ 

ct(Sj) ~ a(S) where S is neither an instance of S i nor of Sj, but this is a harder condition to detect. To 

determine if a term is an instance of another one, a simple adaptation of the unification algorithm can be 

used [12]. 

In order to improve the detection process, the set Reach should be in a reduced form, i.e., no state in 

the set is an instance of another state of the set. Using this algorithm, the comparison of  the two stack 

machines is performed by exploring the following four symbolic states: 

((1,1), Mem(DC~DC,DC), (0,0), DC, DC, DC), 
((1,0), Mem(DC,DC,inl), (0,I), in I, DC, DC), 

((0,1), Mem(DC,in2,inl), (I,0), in 2, in 1, DC), 

((0,0), Mem(inB,in2,inl), (1,1), in 3, in2, inl)" 

However, what can we say about the finite termination of the exploration? The sequence of  new total 
states SI,S 2 .... reachable from the initial state must bc bounded. We know that the generic nodes of the 

machine can take an unbounded number of values since their sizes arc unspecified. However, we remark 

that in the travcrsal of the product machine of Stack-Spec and Stack-Impl, the generic constant value (i.e., 

Zero) never appears as a parameter of an operator in a reduced term. In a case like this, an infinite sequence 

of symbolic states where each one is not the instance of auother one is impossible, hence finite exploration 

is assured. This result can be generalized: We know that a term can bo represented as a uv.r where the leaf 

nodes arc variable or constant symbols, and the internal nodes arc operator symbols [4]. The depth of a 

node (subterm) in a term is its distance from the root. If the depth of generic constants is always finite in all 

reduced terms computed during the comparison of machines then a finite exploration is assured. This result 

holds because an infinite number of  terms where each term is not an instance of  another one cannot be 

computed. In the case where the finite depth condition on the generic constants is not verified, finite 

exploration is not assured. It could be interesting to determine conditions that imply infinite exploration, 

but this may be undecidable in general. 

4 Conc lus ion  

This paper has presented a technique for comparing generic state machines described at the RT level of 

abstraction. The originality of the technique is in the combination of theorem proving methods and an 

automata eqnivalence algorithm, in which fast order logic terms arc used to represent the values of the 

inputs, states and outputs of the machines. 

A prototype of our system is under construction, as an evolution of [14,15], however, a number of 

problems still must be resolved: The possible state space explorable during the comparison of two machines 
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must be studied in more depth to assure a finite search. Also, a complete system of rewriting rules must be 

computed (statically or dynamically), because it is required for comparing formulas. 

Further research is required to see if states could be represented symbolically using characteristic 

functions [8,20] and if the incremental technique based on cross-controllability calculation [6] could be used 

in the case of generic machines. 
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